The objective of prestack depth migration is to position reflectors at their correct subsurface locations. However, migration methods often also generate artifacts along with physical reflectors, which hamper interpretation. These spurious reflectors often appear at different spatial locations in the image depending on which migration method is used. Therefore, we have devised a postimaging filter that combines two imaging conditions to preserve their similarities and to attenuate their differences. The imaging filter is based on combining the two constituent images and their envelopes that were obtained from the complex vertical traces of the images. We have used the method to combine two images resulting from different migration schemes, which produce dissimilar artifacts: a conventional migration method (equivalent to reverse time migration) and a deconvolution-based imaging method. We show how this combination may be exploited to attenuate migration artifacts in a final image. A synthetic model containing a syncline and stochastically generated small-scale heterogeneities in the velocity and density distributions was used for the numerical example. We compared the images in detail at two locations where spurious events arose and also at a true reflector. We found that the combined imaging condition has significantly fewer artifacts than either constituent image individually.
INTRODUCTION
Seismic imaging converts seismic data into a map of the subsurface that should only contain true structures that reflect seismic energy. However, imaging methods also map spurious reflectorsfeatures that do not correspond to the true subsurface structure. These may be caused by unattenuated multiples, imaging condition artifacts, limited aperture, aliasing, random noise, and many other factors.
Of particular importance are artifacts caused by unattenuated multiples because these frequently hamper interpretation. Conventional imaging approaches such as reverse time migration (RTM) (Baysal et al., 1983) and Kirchhoff migration (Schneider, 1978) are based on the single-scattering approximation, which presupposes that the data are free of multiples. Free-surface multiples (those which have a downward reflection on the sea or land surface) can be attenuated using a variety of methods, a review of which can be found in Verschuur (2006) . Unlike free-surface multiples, whose downward reflections occur at the known earth's surface, internal multiples have a downward reflections at a priori unknown subsurface interfaces making their detection, prediction, and attenuation much more difficult. We present a new method to mitigate the effects of internal multiples on the seismic image, although we note that the same method can also be used for free-surface multiples and potentially other forms of noise.
Internal multiples are most commonly attenuated in the data prior to carrying out imaging. For example, using Rayleigh's reciprocity theorem, Fokkema et al. (1994) derive equations to remove multiples from a known subsurface interface. Weglein et al. (1997) use a Lippmann-Schwinger scattering series to remove internal multiples without knowledge of subsurface reflectors. Jakubowicz (1998) shows how combinations of primaries could be used to remove internal multiples based on the theory of Berkhout and Verschuur (1997) . Using a similar description of wave propagation, the common-focus-point method predicts and subsequently removes internal multiples (Berkhout and Verschuur, 2005) . Imaging condition approaches to remove the effects of such multiples include using the Poynting vector (Richardson and Malcolm, 2014) , deconvolution (Valenciano and Biondi, 2003) , and local slopes (Sava, 2007) . Postimaging approaches include filtering common-image gathers (Biondi and Shan, 2002) or filtering the final image (Youn and Zhou, 2001; Guitton et al., 2007) . Multiple prediction methods may also be used to identify multiples in the migrated section to aid interpretation. In this case, multiples may be estimated in the data domain and then migrated, or directly estimated in the migration domain (Wang et al., 2009 ). This should reduce the likelihood of artifacts being interpreted as real reflectors.
Another approach is to use multiply scattered waves for imaging. Much work has been devoted to imaging using surface-related multiples (Reiter et al., 1991; Verschuur, 1994, 2006; Guitton, 2002; Shan, 2003; Muijs et al., 2007) , but considerably less has been achieved using internal multiples. The first such method was developed by Youn and Zhou (2001) , and it required a detailed velocity model a priori. Data-driven methods such as interferometric imaging have become popular especially for vertical seismic profile data (Schuster et al., 2004; Vasconcelos et al., 2008) . Malcolm et al. (2009) propose an imaging method for internal multiples based on inverse scattering, Fleury (2013) develops an RTM scheme that includes internal multiples, and Zuberi and Alkhalifah (2014) use doubly scattered wavefields to better image steep dips. Full-wavefield migration (Berkhout, 2012) migrates internal multiples (alongside primaries and surface multiples) given an excellent velocity model, which may be provided by full-wavefield inversion at high computational cost.
Despite this array of existing methods, the effects of internal multiples still affect images significantly because no current method works well and is robust in all situations. Recently, a new inverse-scattering theory based on the Marchenko equation has been developed for acoustic (Broggini and Snieder, 2012; Wapenaar et al., 2013) and elastodynamic (da Costa Filho et al., 2014; Wapenaar, 2014) wavefields. This constructs virtual responses (which would be recorded) at any location interior to the medium from surface sources, using only surface reflection data and a smooth estimate of the velocity macromodel. Marchenko inverse scattering may also be used to predict and remove internal multiples in acoustic and elastic (da Costa Filho et al., forthcoming) data. Imaging methods that use wavefields from the Marchenko methods have been referred to as data-driven wavefield imaging , autofocus imaging (Behura et al., 2014; da Costa Filho et al., 2015) , and Marchenko imaging .
Conventional migration methods combine a synthetically modeled source wavefield with the back-propagated recorded seismic wavefield to perform imaging, in which neither wavefield accounts for multiple scattering from the unknown earth structure (Claerbout, 1985) . Marchenko methods construct subsurface down-and upgoing fields that include such multiple scattering. Even though these fields may be used at high computational expense to obtain artifact-free images through multidimensional deconvolution (MDD), singlechannel deconvolution (SCD) may be used to obtain images more cheaply. Although this and conventional migration methods are able to image the true reflectors, they also create spurious reflectors, often at different locations in the images.
We introduce a general method to combine any two imaging conditions that retains the phase of waves associated with true reflectors. We choose to combine conventional crosscorrelational RTM and SCD of Marchenko fields to illustrate how the method can be used to retain true reflectors and attenuate artifacts. Conventional imaging is chosen because of its ubiquity, and SCD Marchenko imaging because it approximates MDD of Marchenko fields, but with far lower computational cost. A synthetic example shows that the combined method improves on RTM and SCD Marchenko imaging, strongly attenuating their multiple-related artifacts.
The idea of combining images and data sets is well-known in seismic processing and migration. Common-midpoint stacking (Yilmaz, 2001 ) has been used to attenuate instrument noise and can be regarded as a summation of all substacks. Summing multiple sources in shot-profile migration attenuates migration artifacts (Berkhout, 1985) and can be regarded as summing partial images over each source. Using multiple azimuths often improves illumination (in multi-or wide-azimuth towed-streamer surveys) (Regone, 2007) , which again might be regarded as summing over images from each azimuth.
These methods are effective because they exploit the intrinsic linearity of the wave equation and assumed linearity of other processing steps, whereby summation of different data is, in principle (in the absence of variable preprocessing), equivalent to summing over the resulting images from those different data. Our method is different: It is applicable to images that bear no relationship to each other apart from imaging the same structures; it does not assume linearity of either the imaging method or the preprocessing steps; and it is also not a simple sum because this was found to produce significantly poorer results. In what follows, we present the method, apply it to a synthetic example, and discuss its application to a wide range of imaging methods.
METHODS
All conventional wave-equation-based imaging methods, such as RTM and Kirchhoff prestack migration, image the true reflectors by combining (e.g., by crosscorrelating or deconvolving) incoming and outgoing wavefields at each point of the image. The incoming field is commonly obtained by forward propagating a synthetic source wavelet in a reference model, which is usually smooth but may contain specific discontinuities (e.g., the seabed or the boundaries of a salt body). In RTM, this is usually done by finite-difference modeling and can also be achieved through ray tracing as is common in Kirchhoff migration. To estimate the outgoing field, the recorded reflection data are back-propagated through the same reference medium into the subsurface. These wavefields are then combined with an imaging condition such as crosscorrelation or deconvolution to create the final image. In smooth media, the incoming wavefield is downgoing and the outgoing wavefield is often upgoing and to remain consistent with the Marchenko literature this is the terminology used hereafter.
Let G AE ðx I ; x S ; tÞ denote the downgoing (þ) and upgoing (−) wavefields measured at subsurface image point x I from a surface source x S . The downgoing field in conventional methods is approximated as
where G 0 ðx I ; x S ; tÞ is Green's function response of a known reference medium. The back-propagated wavefield is usually approximated as
where Rðx S ; x R ; tÞ is the measured reflection response with ghosts and surface-related multiples removed and with the source wavelet deconvolved, Ã denotes temporal convolution, ∂D S represents the seismic acquisition surface datum, and the exact expression for which equation 2 is an approximation is given by Halliday and Curtis (2010) for acoustic media and Ravasi and Curtis (2013) for elastic media. The removal of free-surface multiples from R may be unnecessary if the method of Singh et al. (2015) is used, although that is not attempted here. The quantity in equation 2 is used to approximate the true upgoing field G − ðx I ; x S ; tÞ. We define a reference imaging condition for conventional migration as the zero time lag crosscorrelation between the approximate up-and downgoing fields, summed over source positions
or in the frequency domain
where superscript Ã represents complex conjugation. Marchenko inverse-scattering theory uses R and the direct wave in G 0 to construct virtual seismic data gathers at subsurface virtual receivers from surface sources that include all internal multiples. The algorithm we use to obtain these wavefields is given in Wapenaar et al. (2013) . This improves the estimate of the down-and upgoing wavefields at each image point. Here, we combine these wavefields through a single-channel regularized deconvolutional imaging condition in the frequency domain
M are Marchenko estimates of the down-and upgoing fields and ε is a regularization factor that we took to be 10 −2 . Pioneered by Behura et al. (2014) as deconvolutional "autofocus imaging," and referred to as "data-driven wavefield imaging" by Broggini et al. (2014) , we refer to it more specifically as SCD of Marchenko fields to differentiate from the related but far more computationally demanding MDD-based imaging of Marchenko fields .
Even though RTM and SCD Marchenko methods image the true reflectors correctly, they both contain spurious reflectors generated by crosstalk between unrelated events. This may be expressed as
where I T is the "true" image devoid of such artifacts and Í C and Í D are the crosstalk terms that cause the artifacts. Importantly, this assumes that I C and I D produce images with equal phase for true reflectors.
Crosstalk terms Í C and Í D are inherently different from each other because they arise from the combination of different wavefields: Í C is caused by the crosscorrelation of the direct downgoing wave with the internal multiples back-propagated (erroneously) through a mainly smooth reference model. These events do not appear in Í D as internal multiples in the reflection data are not back-propagated. Rather, G − M in equation 5 is the correctly redatumed response at a virtual receiver in the subsurface from a surface source. In these virtual gathers, multiples in the data are mapped to arrival times that correspond to physical higher order reflections from a surface virtual source. Thus, internal multiples in G − M arrive after the direct wave and never crosscorrelate constructively with the direct wave in I D . However, other kinds of artifacts are present in I D : internal multiples in G þ M , that is, internal multiples that arrive downgoing at the virtual receiver, may interact with unrelated events in G − M , that is, events that arrive upgoing at the virtual receiver, creating artifacts Í D . Because of the different nature of artifacts in Í C and Í D , they generally appear at different image points (for a more in-depth explanation of these artifacts, see da Costa .
It should therefore be possible to combine I C and I D so as to preserve the true image I T while attenuating the artifacts Í C and Í D . A simple multiplication of the two images destroys phase information of the true reflectors. Instead, we calculate the (real, nonnegative) amplitude envelopes of each image in the vertical direction, multiply each by the other image point-by-point, add the two resulting images, and normalize the result by the sum of the envelopes.
The Hilbert transform is used to calculate envelopes of a vertical line within an image IðzÞ. It phase shifts the positive (here, spatial) frequencies of a real image IðzÞ by −90°and the negative frequencies by 90°and can be defined as
where F denotes the Fourier transform, sgn denotes the sign function, and k z is the vertical spatial frequency. The (real, positive) amplitude envelope of the signal is defined as Figure 1 shows an example of a real-valued signal IðzÞ, its Hilbert transform H½IðzÞ, and its envelope E½IðzÞ showing clearly that the envelope is real and nonnegative, and it can be thought of as an upper bound on the seismic oscillations.
Therefore, we define the combined imaging condition
where the envelope E is applied to each vertical trace throughout the image at each fixed horizontal position. The effect of the numerator Artifact attenuation by combining images S471 in equation 10 is to detect and modulate the amplitudes in the different images, ensuring that events present in both are amplified, and those only present in one are attenuated. The denominator serves to normalize the amplitudes that are squared in the numerator. In the simplest case of nonintersecting supports of I T , Í C , and Í D (i.e., they are never nonzero at the same image point), we may simplify the expression in equation 10:
where we have suppressed notational dependence on x I . We thus show that in this case, the combined imaging condition retains the same relative amplitudes as the true image, whereas removing crosstalks Í C and Í D . The denominator in equation 10 may become zero when x I is reflection free. In this case, a regularization factor such as ε max x I fE½I C ðx I Þ þ E½I D ðx I Þg may be added to the denominator, similarly to equation 5. However, in the presence of noise, this may not be required and, in fact, is not used in the following example.
Even though the present method combines only two constituent images, there are several ways in which to extend it to an arbitrary number of envelopes. However, we do not consider them further here and focus on combining two images.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Our synthetic model consists of reflectors and stochastically distributed density and velocity variations - Figure 2a shows its bulk modulus. The reflection data without surface-related multiples or ghosts were obtained using 2D time-domain finite-difference modeling with absorbing boundary conditions on all sides, followed by removal of the direct wave and source wavelet deconvolution. The Marchenko method requires a wide-aperture, dense sampling of sources and receivers, which must be colocated. We used fixed receivers placed between 0 and 2.5 km separated by 12 m; a shot was placed at the position of each receiver in turn. Behura et al. (2014) discuss how to obtain fixed-spread gathers from conventional marine acquisition, and for other types of acquisition suitably redatumed data may be constructed by preprocessing (e.g., for ocean bottom data, see Ravasi et al., 2015 Ravasi et al., , 2016 .
Conventional and SCD Marchenko imaging also require estimates of the direct wave from each source to subsurface imaging locations. We used an eikonal solver (Fomel, 1997 ) on a smoothed version of the medium to calculate the traveltimes of direct waves from surface sources to each image point. Direct waveforms were estimated by placing a wavelet with central frequency of 20 Hz at the appropriate traveltimes and scaling each trace by 1∕ ffiffi t p . We imaged the model using the conventional and deconvolutional Marchenko imaging schemes, as shown in Figure 2b and 2c, respectively. Equation 10 was then used to generate the combined image I H in Figure 2d . Figure 2b and 2c show the recovery of the three true reflectors caused by the discontinuities in bulk modulus shown in Figure 2a ; the stochastic heterogeneities disturb the propagating waves but do not create strong diffractions and hence are not individually imaged. Both of these images are contaminated by spuri- ous artifacts resulting from internal multiples as indicated by arrows. The conventional image is contaminated by back-propagated internal multiples, one of which appears under the lowest flat reflector, and another immediately below the true synclinal reflector. SCD Marchenko imaging also produces artifacts that, as expected, generally occur at different positions compared with the conventional image. For example, the artifact immediately above the synclinal interface indicated in Figure 2c results from the interaction between two unrelated up-and downgoing events that occur at the same time (for a kinematic explanation, see da Costa . The combined image annihilates almost all multiple-related artifacts despite the complex stochastic heterogeneities. Figure 2d outperforms conventional and deconvolutional Marchenko imaging showing only the true reflectors without any strong spurious artifacts. The only continuous events in Figure 2d are the true reflectors, whereas in Figure 2b and 2c spurious reflectors are also continuous. Thus, the combined imaging method should at least contribute to discriminate artifacts in the other two. The arrows in Figure 2 indicate the location of artifacts in the images, which have mostly been attenuated in the combined image. However, note that immediately to the left of the leftmost black arrow, there is a residual artifact as this is present in both of the constituent images.
DISCUSSION

Images in
Figures 3 and 4 show individual traces displaying artifacts and their comparison with the combined and true images. The true image used in these figures was obtained by computing the reflectivity from the acoustic impedance and convolving the result with a wavelet. Figure 3a shows a section of a single vertical trace centered around an artifact, which appears in the conventional image at I C ðx ¼ 1480 m; z ¼ 1008 mÞ, whose location is indicated in the conventional image (Figure 2b ) by the lower black arrow. Figure 3b shows the envelopes of these traces. Relative to local amplitudes, we see that the artifact in the conventional image (solid curve) is attenuated in the combined image. This is especially visible in the envelopes shown in Figure 3b where it can be seen that the main artifact is attenuated, whereas the traces in Figure 3a show that the artifact in the combined image is also less coherent than in the conventional image. A similar effect is seen with the SCD Marchenko image when compared with the combined image as shown in Figure 4 . The artifact that appears in the SCD Marchenko image is shown by the upper white arrow in Figure 2c . The traces (Figure 4a ) and their envelopes (Figure 4b) show that the artifact present in the SCD Marchenko image is severely attenuated in relation to local amplitudes in the combined image, approximating the true image more accurately. Figure 5 shows a section of the normalized vertical traces taken at x ¼ 1480 m centered around the true synclinal reflector at z ¼ 868 m, depicted by the thin black lines. Figure 5a shows that the phase information that is the same in I C and I D is preserved in I H . Figure 5b , on the other hand, shows how the vertical extension (resolution) of the combined image lies in between that of the conventional and SCD Marchenko images.
The marginal cost of creating the combination is negligible once SCD Marchenko imaging has been performed: In fact, the first iteration of Marchenko imaging requires the same downgoing wavefields and creates the upgoing wavefield (the integral in equation 2) required for conventional imaging. Hence, the only additional costs are to create the conventional image by correlating these wavefields and summing as in equation 3, and then calculating the combined image in equation 10. This makes the combined imaging condition extremely attractive in conjunction with SCD Marchenko imaging because it attenuates continuous spurious reflectors at almost no additional cost (of course, if only conventional imaging has been performed, performing Marchenko imaging requires considerable computational cost; Behura et al., 2014) .
The combined imaging condition is not limited to the two imaging conditions used here: It may also be used to improve other imaging conditions, such as any of those proposed in Schleicher et al. (2008) . The method may also be extended by using other envelope methods; for example, for steeply dipping reflectors, the verticaltrace Hilbert transform may be replaced by the 2D Hilbert transform (Stark, 1971) . Even more generally, the method can be used as a way to preserve similarities between any pair of images while attenuating their differences.
Even though our example only contains internal multiple-related artifacts, other types of image artifacts may also be attenuated. For example, if RTM is performed in a model with interfaces, backscatter effects by the reflections of the back-propagated also cause artifacts; because these have different kinematic behavior to autofocus imaging, they would be attenuated. In general, the algorithm will perform better when there are fewer artifacts in either image, to reduce the chance of them intersecting.
Combining imaging conditions may not improve results if artifacts appear in the same locations with the same polarities in both images. It is also important to ensure that true reflectors are at the same positions in the constituent images: Using different wavelets or velocity models in the constituent imaging methods may vary the position or phase of reflections, causing them to be attenuated when combined. When differences in the images are only in wavelet shape or phase, applying spectral matching techniques to the migrated sections may be enough to provide suitable constituent images for the method. We conclude that if performed judiciously, this method can enhance the output of the constituent images, in this case obtained through conventional migration and SCD Marchenko imaging.
CONCLUSION
We propose a general approach to combine pairs of images that retains their similarities and attenuates their differences. We apply the method to the problem of imaging with internal multiples by merging conventional imaging with SCD Marchenko imaging, using a postimaging combination of the two based on Hilbert transform envelopes. We demonstrate the method on an acoustic 2D model with stochastic velocity and density variations. Our results show that our combined image attenuates artifacts that result from internal multiples. 
